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Welcome to the Winter
emagazine of 2015.
Plenty of deer have hit the deck this
season, filling freezers and rewarding
some hunters with a trophy of a lifetime.
Foxes, pigs and wild dogs are also
abundant with many pics posted in our
forum and on social media though this
highlights the battle Aussie farmers face in
controlling mass numbers of feral animals.
Politics seems to never leave shooters
alone with a temporary ban on the import
of the Adler shotgun creating negative
media. Law abiding shooters should never
be victimised for owning a gun or pursuing
their past time, especially when so many
hunters are doing landowners a favour.
Anyway, its starting to feel a little warmer
in some states but still cool enough to get
out there for a last minute hunt!!
Happy huntin’ and stay safe in the field,
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Finally :)

It’s a long running joke in my family that
I’m the most unsuccessful deer hunter in
the world. And up until Sunday, they were
probably right!

Those successful deer hunters
know that the success comes
from hard work.
Scanning countless maps, researching
areas, listening to other hunters’ stories
and advice, walking kilometre after
kilometre in the bush, getting rained on
and frozen for no result, etc etc. But they
all kept at it and that hard work paid off
with experience and success.
My problem, or so I tell myself, has always
been time. As in, not having enough. To
be honest, its more about not “making”
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enough time to get out and have a crack.
Funny how you can make that time when
you need to. Like when a mate needs a
hand. Especially when the mate says “I’ve
got a property full of fallow and I need a
hand thinning them out”. Pretty hard to
say “no” to that!
So that saw a 2am start on Sunday
morning to make the meeting point by
5.30am. Packed the car the night before
so a quick shower, gather the rifles, and
we’re off. Sally wanted to come too so I
had someone to keep me awake on the
trip. Well, the first 5 minutes of the trip
anyway before she started snoring...
The forecast was for the coldest, wettest
weekend in the history of man so thoughts
were of getting drenched for no sightings.
When we got there though the skies were
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clear! It was bloody cold but still not as
cold as expected so the hunt was on!
Optic, Henno, Joe, Sally and I waited at
the property gate until just before first light
and after some instructions, the four of us
(Sally was asleep in the car again) were
off through the gate and down into “fallow
gully”. We stalked along quietly for about
200m before we could really see anything.
The opposite hill started to reveal details
and we could see trails everywhere. We
kept going until Optic said he could see a
white fallow in the near distance through
the trees. Stuffed if I could make it out
even with binos! But that could explain my
success rate to date... We slowed down,
not wanting to spook it. Optic reported
that there were at least three herds on the
property so no need to rush things over a
single deer.
We kept contouring along some game
trails and now the light was good enough
for us to see up the hill across open
pastures for about 600m. I spotted
something near the top of the hill and put
the binos up. Two - no - three fallow slowly
feeding their way towards us! I signalled
the other guys and a plan was agreed.
I’d stay there and wait in ambush while
the others would go further around the
hill where there should be at least one of
the other herds. I was told to give them at
least 15 mins head start before shooting
but, if I “had to” take the shot, I was free
to go.
So I found a spot that I thought would
be ok and sorted myself out to wait. I
lost sight of the deer and started second
guessing myself but there was nowhere
else for me to go other than stay there or
crowd the other blokes so I stayed put.
Over the radio came a report that the
others had spotted another herd but they
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were in amongst a stack of roos so they
decided to keep going. Next thing I know
I can hear hurried hoofs on the ground
on the other side of the gulley! Can’t see
anything but there’s no doubt something is
coming my way.
After a few seconds three fallow come
down the gully trying to get across to my
side. They’re quartering away from me at
about 30m and going at a fast trot. They
don’t look like stopping so I either shoot or
let them go. Rifle up, safety off! I’m trying
to decide if they’ll stop and prop or keep
going?

My mind screams “Don’t over
think it - AGAIN!!”. Sounds like
solid advice!
So the lead deer gets the crosshairs put
just in front of her and my new timney
trigger gets a little squeeze and she’s
down! Cycle the bolt and look for another
target as the other two reverse direction at
a run! One stops for a look back, the 308
booms again, and its down with a neck
shot. Cycle again but the third is nowhere
to be seen. The first requires a finisher so
I deliver from where I am and the bush is
all quiet again. Except for the radio which
is bursting with demands to know if I was
successful. My report was a pretty happy
one!

Finally :)
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Almost straight away I spot another herd
up the hill. I line up a nice sized one but
I underestimated the distance and at the
report they all race off around the ridge
and out of sight.
I waited in hope of more deer but all I had
were roos that kept coming and coming must have been at least 40 of them. Most
were oblivious of me but a couple were a
little more alert. Interestingly they all head
in the same direction as the deer so there
could be a plan in the making there too...
Unfortunately the other guys saw plenty
of fallow but never got the chance for a
shot so they came back to deliver their
congrats and to help me with the carryout
which was much appreciated! The nice
thing about property hunting for fallow
is the short carryout of a relatively light
animal straight to a vehicle!! But dragging
them up a hill alone is never going to be a
lot of fun.
Chores were shared out with some helpful
butchering tips, some handy knife work
and some creative soup cooking that was
very well received in the cold wind.

Optic’s freezer was full so the two animals
were shared between the three of us and
we went our separate ways. I’m sure we
were all thinking about the numbers of
deer we saw that went untouched and
when we might get an invite back again....
I can tell you that it is a very satisfying
feeling to have one (or two) on the deck
at last. It dispels a lot of negative thoughts
like: would I be able to do it? (Yes!) Would
I make a good shot or stuff it? (Two for
two!) Is my rifle accurate enough? (Yes!)
Would I know what to do afterwards?
(Yes! - although tips helped!) Would I get
the shakes? (No!)
A MASSIVE thanks to my hunting mates
who knew when they left me in the
ambush spot that they were setting me up
for a win, possibly at their own expense!
And thanks to Sally who woke up in
time to radio to all and sundry about me
popping my cherry...as if these blokes
didn’t already have enough ammunition
against me...
Duncs
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BIG WEEKEND

Arrived late Friday arvo, decided to have
a quick look before unpacking the car and
setting up camp.
Had only gone about 300m from camp
and thought I spotted a Scrubber. Got
Chris to come over and we went closer.
It was a decent scrubber. Swapped
Chris my 358 and took his 243. Chris was
excited and placed a 225 hydro into the
bull from around 60m, front on shot and
the bull turned and walked forward a step
or two.” Hit him again.” A couple of 185
ACP’s and he was on the ground. Chris
was stoked, his first rifle shot scrubber.
A few photos and decided to continue.
We caught up with Alfred and decided to
split up , Chris went with Alfred and Jacko
and I took the other side of the swamp.
Alfred and Chris got into six pigs for the
arvo. With Chris taking his best boar with
the 243. I picked up three with one a nice
boar.
Early start the next morning and I got
a huge boar around 110 kg’s, with two
quick running shots from the 358. Whilst

taking pics the others turned up, then we
continued on to a jungle spot. Chris and
I, were working the outer edge when the
shooting started on the inner edge.

Plenty of palms being smashed
and the noise was getting closer.
I moved forward to get into a better
shooting position. I was right on the edge
when there was motion, movement, just in
front of me.
What ever was coming was almost clear
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BIG WEEKEND

of the palms. When it broke into the open
in front of me at about 8m the rifle was up
and swinging with it. Shit it was a huge
bull buff. Swung thru and placed a 185
tight and low behind his front leg at around
17m. The shot looked perfect but I placed
two more in him over the next 50m. He
was slowing up in the burnt woodlands. I
dropped two hydros in and placed them
thru his shoulders.
He went down in some spindley burnt
scrub. Cautiously approached him to
make sure he was done. I was stoked my
first buff with the 358.
He had gone down in a good position so
photos were easy.The others had taken a
good scrubber on the edge of the palms.
cheers Mick

See Mick’s awesome adventure
and photos on hunting Light River,
Fiordland 15, NZ in the Forum.

Become a mate and
show us your stuff!

NEW!
Scout PS-Series
Change the way you
see the great outdoors!
If you love the great outdoors, you will love the new FLIR Scout PS – the little thermal
handheld camera that lets you see in total darkness.
The power of the Scout PS - Series gives you the freedom to explore nature in vivid
thermal detail – 24/7. In total darkness Scout can spot a man-size object up to
315m away – try doing that with night vision goggles!
Weighing just 340g, the FLIR Scout PS is compact, robust and simple to use.
FLIR Scout will join the SatPhone, EPERB and GPS as the ‘must-have’ safety devices
for people involved in outdoor pursuits such as hunters, outdoor educationalists,
tour operators, 4WD touring, park rangers, bushwalkers, bird watchers, police,
emergency service workers, military, mining, security operators and farmers.
FLIR Scout. The true bush master.
Day

What you see

What FLIR sees

Night

What you see

What FLIR sees

FLIR Systems Pty Ltd. 10 Business Park Drive, Notting Hill, Victoria 3168, Australia
Tel AU: 1300 729 987 NZ: 0800 785 492 Email: info@ﬂir.com.au www.ﬂir.com
Disclaimer: Images for illustrative purposes only. Speciﬁcations subject to change without notice.

ISO No. FLIR20863

Product News
Alpine ridge Waterproof
Camo Hunting Boots
100% waterproof, with an insulation layer
to keep you dry and warm in even the
harshest conditions but breathable to
make them comfortable to wear all day
in the coldest conditions. With a chunky
slip resistant sole for added grip in rough
country and high style for optimum ankle
support, these are the boots you need
whether you are hiking, fishing or hunting
in the mountains.
Available at Maverick Hunting Products

Vortex Sparc ll Red Dot
Ultra-compact and lightweight, the Vortex
SPARC II is equally at home mounted on
any pistol, rifle or shotgun. Ideal for that
fast follow up shot whilst pig hunting or
similar. Comes with a full Australian Vortex
lifetime replacement warranty.
• Magnification 1 x
• Objective lens 22mm
• Red dot size 2 MOA
• Eye Relief Unlimited
• Adjustment Graduation 1 MOA
• Travel per rotation 45 MOA
• Max Elevation Adjustment 90 MOA
• Max Windage Adjustment 90 MOA
• Parallax Setting Parallax free
• Weight 167 grams
Available from scopedout.com.au

Watch the video

Best Of...
Solo Hunt in the VIC High Country

THE FORUM

Started by advpat, May 20 2015
I headed to the VIC High Country for a bit
over a week hunting Sambar. I planned
a backpack solo hunt so plans and
preparations were put in place.
So I headed to the Alpine National Park
and I heard there was weather warnings
but thought I would assess the severity up
there. On arrival the wind was howling and
there were trees across tracks, however
I persevered and headed deep into the
bush to find an area out of the wind which
would hopefully produce results. Well I
woke the next morning to snow and it
didn’t appear to be letting up, so I headed
back out to lower ground.
I hunted an area I had been to
previously, over the next few days I
saw plenty of hinds with their calves
but no stags.
Although watching hinds undisturbed was
rewarding and the meat would be an easy
carry out , I decided to continue looking for
an elusive stag.
Once the snow had melted up in the
Alpine area, I headed back for another
crack. The nights were very cold and
mornings fresh, again predominantly hinds
and a juvenile stag that was all that was
seen, until sunset on my last evening, tip
toeing through the trees I spotted a larger
bodied stag. If the animals are undisturbed
and I feel like I have time on my side, I like
to try get footage of the deer before I take
a shot, but I could feel the wind swirling
on the back of my neck and the stag was
heading towards thicker scrub. I knew my
opportunity to take a shot would be getting
shorter. A decision had to be made to take
a shot, so I thought, Im going to take him.

Watch the video

He was about 80 metres, I followed him
for a short period in the cross hairs,
waiting for him to reach a clearing
between the trees. It felt like I was
watching him for minutes but It was only
seconds, the stag reached a clearing and
BOOM. I took a quartering with my .375
ruger loaded with 270gn Woodleighs, the
stag took off for around 80 metres and
collapsed on the ground.
I stood back and watched the stag for a
while before I was sure he was dead and
it was safe to approach. The stag had a
large body and his antlers were uneven,
my first impression was he was old and
not malformed. After some footage and
few pics, there was a vehicle track only
2 kilometres away, so I decided I could
probably start packing the meat out that
night. And then the work started.
Anyway the stag antlers were uneven
but the good side went 29 and 24 on the
other. Although the stag isnt a perfect
example of a trophy I was still chuffed.
Cheers Patrick

Read in the Forum
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Saw 5 got 3

Started by franklinsnapper, June 06 2015
Bit of NW breeze and overcast conditions
made it ideal to have a quick look around
Geoff’s last night. We have been seeing
a fox mooching around in the house
paddock in the extreme NW corner for
quite a while. Geoff lights him up from
his verandah almost every night with his
Olight torch and he disappears into the
bush each time. The bastard was there
again last night and I took a shot at him
from the back of the ute at about 280300m, was not sure if I connected. We did
hear a whack sound, though. Searched
for about 5 minutes couldn’t find anything,
bugger it.

Young dog shot at 150m

Any way, off to run around the rest of the
place. Next paddock had one runner that
did not present for a shot. He can wait for
another occasion when the wind is in my
favour and not his.

A bright eye at the cattle yards
was a young dog that stupidly
trotted toward us when we
stopped for the shot and took
one in the chest at 150 odd.

Young vixen shot at 90m

As that one came towards me I noticed
him stop and about face and stare out to
the area from whence he had come which
had me thinking he had company. Turns
out that was the case, a young vixen that
ran to the next paddock that we scooted
around after to get downwind for an
elementary 90m shot.
The last one was in the next paddock on a
ewe carcass. She was an easy one to get
as we had the stiff NW breeze in our face
and our approach was from over the brow
of the hill.

Fox that was feeding on ewe carcass

A few less redcoats!

Join the discussion at www.aushunt.com.au/Forum
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Beginner Reloading
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Started by pristine_koala, May 25 2015
G’day guys, can anyone point me to a
decent value for money reloading kit? Im
wanting to start learning/teaching myself
to shoot out too 300/500 then eventually
800 yards, and cost wise roloading will
be likely the only way i would eventually
be able to afford it, but frankly ive
bought ammo all my life and never really
considered reloading until now.
Going to start reloading 308, but will
eventually move to adding 303 once
i pick up a decent 303 and then onto
other calibres as
they progress.
Currently waiting
on the delivery of
my stainless Howa
308. fluted barrel in
walnut stock.

Daystate Rabbit Hunt

Started by Barradiction, July 22 2015
Got out last night for a quick shot before
the rain started again, picked these two up
at 40 and 65m. Still coming to terms with
range finding with the night vision. First
one was hit where i was expecting but the
second was hit a bit low quartering away,
top of the neck still an instant kill.

Traditonalist Lever Hunt For Fallow
New Range Construction Started
Dartmouth The Beginning
Eildon Hunt 2015 21-23/8/15
New Adler Lever Action
Any One Interested In A Hunt?
Hunting In The Rain
What Bow Do You Shoot
Hands Up Those That Are Into Long
Range Shooting
What’s your opinion? Join the discussion.

Highcountry Backpack
Hunting

Started by Wilderness-awaits, June 17
Hey guys I am looking to start doing
regular backpack hunts in the high country
but i don’t know where to go. I have done
a lot of hiking before but as far as areas
you are allowed to hunt I just don’t know
anywhere. I am from North East Victoria
so i know there are areas around me that
i can hunt in but i want to do something
a bit more out there. Any information in
regards to access roads to areas you can
walk from your vehicle or just general
advice on hunting in those areas would be
much appreciated.
Got a story, photos or some
helpful advice for our hunters?

.22 using 21gr H&N Baracudas

Register for the Forum today!

See the ATV's and ssv's online now!

westernmotorcycles.com.au
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See more members pics at www.aushunt.com.au/photos
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Wal Roberts

David Emes

THE FACEBOOK GROUP

The Stag

Jeff Fulcher

Camo Smith

Daniel Pride

Ber Nie

See more members pics at www.facebook.com/groups/aushunt

Australia’s Hunting + Shooting Business Directory
Search for Australian hunting safaris or retailers in your state,
book your next hunt or buy Australian products and services.

Register your FREE Business Listing today!
• Join Australia’s own dedicated Shooting and Hunting Business Directory
• Add your Business contact details and email address for free
• Email info@aushunt.com.au for any assistance or to *upgrade your listing
Please support our featured directory suppliers

OZ Riflescopes

FLIR Systems

OpticsCentral

Western ATV’s and SSV’s

Bighorn Safaris

SamHuntVic

Grunter Custom Plates

Scoped Out

NQ Hunting Fishing Supplies

Straight Shooter Sports

Outdooors Warehouse

Victorian Deer Hunter Magazine

Rockjaw Tours

Zerust

* Upgrade your listing to include logo, website and short description for only $125 p/yr

- - - International Safari operators are welcome to list - - -

www.aushunt.com.au/directory
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